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Abstract 

The development community seems to compete with the fashion world in the faddishness of its orientation. 

The latest of these trends has produced an explosion of interest in small enterprise development. Developing 

countries under debt burden, liberalisation trends, economic downturns and numerous Structural Adjustment 

Programs (SAPs), governments and international lenders have all come to emphasize the potential 

contribution of the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) sector and its constraints. However, there is 

relatively little cross-countries information on small business financing in the MENA region. This empirical 

study addresses this knowledge gap, attempting to examine empirically the financing experience of small 

business at various stages of development (inception and growing) and the reasons behind the financing 

constraints. Based on Kunt and Maksimovic model and the conventional financial ratios, the study provides 

an evidence of the existence of the Macmillan gap in the MENA region. The study provides evidence that 

SMEs are at a disadvantage in the financial market. The study has both theoretical and empirical policy 

implications.  

 

Introduction 

Small enterprise development as an issue has become increasingly important in recent years in developed 

and developing countries. The review of literature shows that developed countries attach a high degree of 

importance to small business as a basis for their economic development.  The financing of small companies 

has always been a problem. (Kunt & Maksimovic, 2015). Adam Smith in 1922 complained: 

‘The banks (the traders and undertakers seem to have thought) could extend their credits to whatever sum 

might be wanted, without incurring any other expense besides that of a few reams of paper. They 
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complained of the contracted views and dastardly spirit of the directors of these banks, which did not, they 

said, extend their credit in proportion to the extension of that trade of the country.’ 

In recent decades, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) financing has been one of the major interesting 

research subject for finance people, economists and policy makers. This interest is driven by the fact that 

SMEs are drivers of growth and development through their positive effects on employment generation, 

social justice for continuous SAP programs and poverty eradication (Sule (1986), Takats (2004) and WBR 

(1995)). 

The corporate finance literature suggests that market imperfection caused by conflicts of interest and 

information asymmetries between corporate insiders and investors constrain firms in their ability to fund 

investment projects (Kunt and Maks, 1988). 

Review of the literature on small business financing in developed and developing countries identifies 

different opinions, views and diametrically opposite premises and inferences as to a small business financing 

gap. This variation and differences in views could be attributed to the measurement of small business 

financing gap dimensions, methodological approach and the framework of analysis.  

One view point expressed in the literature suggests that small companies utilize more debt in the capital 

structure (Elliot and his group 1971, 2001), because owners of small businesses have a greater propensity to 

assume more risk and/or debt financing is more necessarily because of a possible inaccessibility to the 

equity market. Other scholars, including Bates (1995), Wilson (1997), Kunt and Maks (2004), Abdalla 

(2007) and Harris (2014) argue that given the greater of riskiness of small business, lenders are hesitant to 

extend debt unless strong equity position is provided by the firm. Bates (1995) stated that: 

‘Small concerns however have certain special problems of their own, and many of these are 

expressible inn terms of finance,’ 

The debate concerning the finance gap has a history going back to the ‘Macmillan Report’ of (1931) in the 

U.K. Bolton Report (1971), Radcliff Report (1979). In the U.S.A, a nationwide survey conducted by the 

Department of Commerce in 1934 disclosed that long term funds could not be obtained from any source by 

almost half of all small manufacturers needing such credit. As a result of practical oriented schemes on small 

business financing, sixty percent of American small businesses have one or more loans, lines of credit or 

lease finance (Federal Reserve Report, 2007). The growth rate in financing small firms in the USA could be 

seen from the fact that the amount outstanding extended by banks was $654 billion in 2006 compared to 

$333 billion in 1996 and $970 billion in 2016. It is quite clear that the growth rate in financing small 

business in the USA is growing by 191 percent in the last 20 years (1996-2016). The most striking feature is 

that loan acceptance rate which was soaring to 87 percent in 2012 (Federal Reserve Report, 2016). Bird and 

Juttner (1994), Peacock (1974) Osaze (1981), Beck, Kunt and Maks (2008) had proved the existence of the 

finance gap in Australia and Nigeria and the developing countries at large. 

According to the traditional view of the financial lifecycle of the firm (TFLCF) developed by Weston and 

Brigham (1978), small firms start by replying upon the owner’s resources and the start-up stage is often 

accompanied by undercapitalization. The subject theory states that the early and initial period of growth is 

characterized by over-trading profile. According to ‘Evans Hypothesis,’ the lifecycle of the firm has an 

influence on the pattern of financing. This theory has been tested in developed economies. Hutchinson 

(2004) states that: 

‘This traditional view of the financial lifecycle of the firm…...conveys a picture which, whilst 

plausible, has not been subject to extensive empirical testing.’ 

The traditional financial lifecycle was subject to criticism in finance literature. Robb and Robinson (2012) 

argued that: 
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‘In spite of the fact that these firms are their very beginning of life, they rely to a surprising 

degree on bank debt.’ 

Berger and Udell (2012) provided confirmation to Weston and Brigham model and Churchill Stage model of 

1983, arguing that: 

‘Initially a new firm is not only young and small, but its risk characteristics are typically 

highly opaque to outside investors.’ 

Despite the volume of research which has been done on small business financing in developed countries, the 

controversial issue which still has not been completely answered, and probably never will be in developing 

countries, given the dearth of data and information, is the question of small business financing. Most of the 

writings on small business financing attempt to provide an answer to the question of how small business 

raise fund. A major weakness of the literature on small business financing is that a comparison is often made 

between small and large without looking into fundamental differences among firms within the sector. 

Review of the literature on small business financing identifies different opinions, views and dramatically 

opposite premises and inferences as to a small business financing gap (Rocca, 2014), Beck, Kunt and Maks 

(2004), Umer (2013), Ema (2013), Sheiti (2010), Osaze (2014). 

Our study is trying to contribute to this debate in several important ways. First, we measure the financial 

needs in a very flexible lifecycle model under reclassification of the stage of growth. Second, and perhaps 

more importantly we would like to document the relationship between growth and external financial needs 

of small firms at various stages of development. 

To investigate the availability of finance we adopt the financial planning models developed in accounting 

and finance literature. The Executive Financial Model (EFM, 1995) built around fifteen equations on 

financial reporting leads to the change in liability as a significant factor in determining the financial needs. 

                                     1 

The corporate finance literature shows that different theories give different predictions on how firms’ growth 

is related to its financing characteristics and financial profile. Brealey and Myers (1990) show the 

relationship between external financing and growth; and conclude that the external financing need is the 

difference between investment opportunities and retained earnings. The relationship is depicted by the 

following model: 

EFN = (GR) (initial assets) – (b) (NI)
2
 

Despite the fact that Brealey and Myers (1990) model is too simple but it could be criticized on the fact that 

the initial asset is considered to be constant. Similarly, Weston and Copeland (1995) model depicts the 

relationship between external financing and growth as: 

Equation 1: 

     
      

     
          

    

     
                                            

Equation 2: 
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To put into effect the Weston and Copeland (1995) model we need to make a sale forecast. Perfectly 

accurate sales forecasts are not possible, because sales depend on uncertain future state of the economy. 

                                                           
1
 Where    stands for change in Liability,      stands for change in Net Working Capital,     stands for change in Fixed 

Assets, DIV stands for Dividends and NI stands for Net Income. 
2 Where EFN is external finance needed; GR is growth rate; and b stands for profit retention rate. 
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Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998) measure the relationship between the ability of the company to 

raise external finance and its ability to attain profitable investment opportunities in order to grow by the 

following financial planning model: 

EFNt = Gt*Assets – (1+Gt)*Earnings*Bt 

The model relates the required investment by the firm to its internally available fund. The comparison 

between the three models shows that Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic model is more comprehensive as it 

considers the growth in investment and growth in internal finance. 

1.                      (   )  ( )(  )  (   )(  )( ) 

2.       ( )(  )  (   )(  )( ) 

3.                 (  )   
(    )( )

  (    )( )
 

4.                           (   )   
     

       
 

5.                    (  )   
   

     
 

In this paper we investigate whether the financing of small firms differ from those of the large firms. In this 

context, we explore the relationship between external finance, growth in total capitalization and internal 

source of finance as exemplified by profit retention rate (                     (   )  ( )(  )  

(   )(  )( )). The relationship between availability and external fund needed and growth provide better 

understanding of the financing patterns and the degree of utilization of assets (Equation 2 & 3). 

Conventional wisdom suggests that loan market may not function ideally among SMEs that are 

informational-wise opaque (Kunt and Maks, 2006). The corporate finance literature provides readings to 

such financial difficulties and constraints. The poorly capitalised firms at start up stage could be the ones 

that are the most hurt by disruptions in the availability of credit (Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997). 

With respect to the finance gap, a MacMillan gap was defined by reference to unavailability of long-term 

loans. This definition was adopted by the Radcliff Committee (1959), the Bolton Committee, Bath Studies 

(1986). Grafar (1968) added that: 

‘There may be various types of finance gap e.g. short-term, long-term and mortgage. 

However, the finance gap that has been most prevalent for small business is an unsecured 

long-term debt and equity capital gap.’ 

Gravins (1990) argues that: 

‘Among the reasons for wide differences of opinion as to a small business capital gap is that a 

rigorous definition of the gap virtually defies demonstration of its existence or measurement 

of its dimension.’ 

Ray and Hutchinson (1983) added that: 

‘A finance gap can exist in two ways: First of all, a gap would exist if the marginal return on 

the investment (MRI) available to small business exceeds their marginal cost of capital due to 

discontinuities in the provision of finance, such that funds were not available for otherwise 

profitable investments. Secondly, a gap would exist if the cost of money to small concerns 

exceeded the cost of money to large concerns.’ 

The cost of financing disparity was used by many writes and scholars in the field of small business ((Stoll 

and Corely (2000), Wilson (1979), Bolton (1970), Brigham and Smith (1970, 1989), Kunt and Maksimovic 

(1998)) as a surrogate for the measurement of the small business financing gap.  

For the purpose of this research, the finance gap was measured in four dimensions: 

1. Institutional long-term debt 

2. Cost of borrowing and degree of asset utilization (MC/MR) 
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3. Capital Shortage 

4. Collateral Requirements 

This operationalization was based on the nature and scope of the research effort addressing the issue of the 

financing experience of small firms at various stages of development (inception and growing) and large 

enterprises in a financial market structure around the Islamic financing mechanism. It is worth mentioning 

that the identification of the finance gap in this study was not based solely on the interpretation of financial 

data, but rather on the combination of the opinions of entrepreneurs and funders. This triangulation approach 

adds strength to the generalizations.  

 

DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH HYPOTHSES 

Based on in-depth analysis and review of relevant leading and recent literature, the following research 

hypotheses attempted to explain the financing pattern and financing gap of small business at various stages 

of development in developing economy: 

1. Small firms at various stages of development (inception and growing) in the developing economy 

experience persistent problems in raising funds. This prime facie is a finance gap. 

2. The small business financing gap is attributable to: 

(a) Institutional gap 

(b) Information and communication gap 

(c) Typology of entrepreneurs 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

One of the theoretical problems with regard to research into small firms is the definition of small firm, both 

among different countries and among different industries. The lack of encompassing definition of small 

firms is due to the fact that many criteria are employed in the definition (Sayed Abbas, 1990, W.P.S. UOG). 

Hertz (1979) argued that: ‘The small business is one of the phenomena which, though existing everywhere 

and frequently in the public eye, mean different things to different people in different places.’ Based on 

intensive literature review, taking into consideration the nature of the research, a small firm is defined as: 

‘One which is independently owned, managed and controlled by owner/part-owner making all 

decisions over the complete range of activities and employing less than 50 persons.’  

The stage theory has been used to define small firm at inception, small growing firms and declining firms, 

(Financial Lifecycle Time of the Firm (FLCTF, Westen & Copeland Theory, 1978) (Churchill & Lewis 

model, 1984). 

The literature shows that the manufacturing sectors of less developed countries have traditionally been 

relatively protected. They have also been subject to heavy regulations, much of which is biased in favour of 

large enterprises (Bruch and Hiemenz, 1984). The research sample (40) of small manufacturing firms and 

(15) large private manufacturing firms in Sudan represents 3.34% of the total sample of manufacturing 

firms, which compared favourably with the sample of the Bolton Report of U.K. (1971) (0.17%). As 

exploratory research work, we could find justification for the selection of the manufacturing sector and the 

scope of the research sample. 

Based on the identified dimensions, along the way to establish the relevant hypothesis, and the emerging 

theoretical and policy implications, the paper is organized as follows: Part 1 identifies the long-term debt 

finance gap. Parts 2 and 3 examine the finance gap based on capital shortage and cost of borrowing 

respectively. Analysis of the process of raising funds as perceived by entrepreneurs is presented in depth in 

part 4. The concluding section summarises the main investigation findings, and the theoretical and policy 

implications that emerge from this study. 
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1.1 LONG TERM DEBT FINANCING GAP 

Ironically, the Macmillan Report is probably remembered best for one short paragraph in which it pointed to 

the existence of what has come to be known as The Macmillan Gap:  

‘It has been represented to us that great difficulty is experienced by the smaller and medium-sized 

businesses in raising the capital which they from time to time require…….’ (Bates, 1964). 

Long-term debt finance as a viable source provides an opportunity to small business to avoid under-

capitalisation at the inception stage of development and for expansion and growth. Grafer (1986) articulated 

that:  

‘The type of financing most often unavailable on reasonable terms to small business is the type normally 

required for significant, permanent expansion.’ 

The empirical investigations provide conclusive evidence that small firms, regardless of stage of 

development are at a considerable disadvantage in obtaining long-term finance from banks and other 

financial bodies, as compared to large enterprises. The sample firms show that large firms were users of 

institutional long-term loans, either as initial long-term loans or overdraft facilities converted into long-term 

loans (49%), in financing business operations, than small firms at inception (5%) and small growing firms 

(10%). The survey shows that the long-term debt incurred by an average large firm equates to 73% of long-

term financing, compared to 8% and 16%, maintained by small firms at inception, and small growing firms 

respectively. 

 

Table No. 1 

Proportion of Firms Incurring Long-Term Debt 

 Small firms at 

inception 

Small growing 

firms 

Large firms 

No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Companies obtained L.T.D 6 30 8 40 9 60 

Companies did not obtain L.T.D 13 65 12 60 6 40 

Companies did not apply for L.T.D 5 25 3 15 3 20 

 

 

Figure 1 (a) 
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Figure 1 (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 based on the proportion of firms receiving long-term loans gives an indication that small business is 

at a disadvantage in receiving long-term loans (65%), compared to their large private counterparts, who 

enjoyed 60% institutional long-term financial facilities.  

The application of the Kunt and Maks model on the identification of the financing pattern of the research 

sample shows that small firm sample regardless of the stage of growth is maintaining a positive EFN as 

exemplified by Equation No. 1 and 20% of the large manufacturing firm sample is maintaining a negative 

EFN. This itself provides evidence on the relationship between growth, size and external long-term debt 

finance.  

The empirical investigation states that the development bank was the main supplier of long-term loans for 

small business at inception stage (20%) before merging with Public Commercial Bank in 1992, whereas 

public and private commercial banks were the main providers of institutional long-term financing to large 

enterprises. This questions the need for development and specialized banks within the context of 

development process. This finding challenged the contention that the commercial banks, as a traditional 

source of finance, were not considered a prime source of long-term funds, since their raison d’etre was to 

supply short-term financing. (Grafer op.ci.). This observation provides evidence of small business 

discrimination in the capital market. The possible explanation of commercial banks’ behaviour was the 

collateral required by banks against long-term debt, unlikely to be satisfied by typical small business. 

The unavailability of institutional long-term financial facilities had an adverse effect on growth and 

expansion policy of small businesses, as reported by entrepreneurs and managements of small businesses. 

55% of small businesses at inception reported that they had not had any policy for expansion, as a result of 

lack of institutional long-term debt finance. The small growing firm sample shows that 60% relied heavily 

on retained profits in financing long-term assets, compared with 60% of large firms, who received a great 

volume of finance from commercial banks on a long-term basis. Based on Kunt and Maks model (1998), 

small firms sacrifice more than 60% of its designated growth rate as a result of insufficient short and long-

term finance. 

The survey shows that 53% of large firms received fixed assets finance and 87% received working capital 

finance on a continuous basis in the expansion process. On the other hand, the low level of retained earnings 

(12%) maintained by an average small growing frim, was an indication of the degree of inadequacy of 

retained earnings in meeting growth and expansion needs. That inadequacy, in connection with 
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unavailability of institutional long-term financial facilities, is an indication of the financial difficulties small 

business experienced in meeting start-up capital needs, and maintaining and sustaining growth. 

As far as the reasons for unavailability of institutional long-term debt for small business is concerned, 58% 

of small growing firms sample reported that banks in the public and private sectors did not finance fixed 

assets needs for the establishment or expansion of small business. Others argue that the banking policy was 

to finance at short-term against stringent collateral and high guarantees. Most entrepreneurs of small firms 

(85%) reported that the banking system, based on Islamic financing mechanism, and the credit squeeze 

system, in conjunction with banks’ management and bankers’ attitudes towards small business financing 

were the main reason for the lack of long-term financial facilities. Thus, the demand side attributed the 

existence of a Macmillan gap to the financial market mechanism and bankers’ attitudes. This finding will be 

cross-examined in our forthcoming paper focusing on the supply side of financing. This is rather behavioural 

finance which has been pioneered and addressed by Egan, Davies and Brooks (2011). 

The empirical investigation provides an interesting point that the use of long-term debt was influenced by 

the attitude, perception and belief of the entrepreneur. The survey shows that 25% of small firms at 

inception had the conviction that bank financing should be confined to working capital finance, so as to 

avoid problems of ownership which might arise from financing under Musharaka Instrument.  

This observation is consistent with the finding of Bates (1994) in U.K. and Beckhard (1975) in U.S., and 

provides support to behavioural economist’s views on the relationship between the choice of finance, 

ownership, and control of firms (Davis and Pointon, 1994). 

The foregoing discussion, based on an analogy between small and large private enterprises with respect to 

availability of institutional long-term finance, provides an empirical proof of the existence of Macmillan 

Gap in the Sudan. 

 

1.2 IDENTIFICATION OF FINANCE GAP BASED ON CAPITAL SHORTAGE DIMENSION 

Gravin (1970) argues that the finance gap would exist if the marginal return on investment available to small 

businesses exceeded their marginal cost of capital (MRI > MCC). The empirical investigation shows that 

small, growing firms were more efficient in the utilisation of assets than starting-up firms with an average of 

115-70% and 60% respectively. As has been noted earlier in this study, the low degree of capacity – 

utilisation maintained by small firms at inception stage of development is an indication of lack of working-

capital finance, provided that small firms at inception were more efficient in generating income measured by 

profit-margin ratio. This profile is a good indication of the difficulties that small business experienced at 

inception in raising institutional funds.  

 

Table 2 

Degree of capacity utilisation and long-term loans – small growing firm and large 

 Small Growing Firms Large Firms 

2013 2014 2015 AV 2013 2014 2015 AV 

Capacity utilisation (ATO) % 110 120 117 116 35 23 26 28 

Long-term loans 171 209 190  8546 13830 16293  

Increase in L.T.L  22% (9%)   62% 18% 40% 

% of Ext Debt Finance 23% 23% 14% 20% 55% 62% 64% 60% 

 

Table (2) shows that the degree of capacity utilisation was high in small growing firms, with very low 

institutional long-term financial facilities, as compared to large private enterprises, with low degree of 
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capacity utilisation and a high percentage of long-term financial facilities portions. This finding was an 

indication of relative non-excess capacity and shortage of long-term facilities experienced by small growing 

firms, which, in turn gives empirical evidence of a small business financing gap. Harris (2010) argues that:  

‘If no significant economies exist, or all firms are operating optimally, a finance gap would be reflected by a 

relative high degree of asset utilisation, and high profitability of existing assets.’ 

Based on the measurement and identification of small business financing gap on availability/unavailability 

of funds – short and long-term – the research sample provides evidence that the small firm relies on internal 

sources of finance, whereas large private enterprise were more debt oriented.  

 

Table 3 

Availability of external finance based on opinion of entrepreneurs and management of the research 

samples 

 St. up S.F.  

S.G.F 

S.F. Sample  

Large F. 

 No. F % No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Companies lacked external finance 19 95 15 75 34 85 14 93 

Companies did not lack external finance 1 5 5 25 6 15 1 7 

Fund needed to Finance but were not 

Available: 

        

Fixed Assets 12 60 12 60 24 60 4 27 

Working capital 18 90 13 65 31 78 14 93 

Fixed assets and Working capital 11 55 10 50 21 53 4 27 

Expansion purposes 3 15 4 20 7 18 3 20 

Type of Finance needed but not available:         

Short-term finance 16 80 13 65 29 73 14 93 

Long-term finance 12 60 12 60 24 60 4 27 

Equity finance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Continuous working capital finance 15 75 13 65 28 70 14 93 

 

Table (3) shows that there was a similarity between small and large firms, with regard to unavailability of 

working capital finance, in relation to the production capacity. Most of the respondent entrepreneurs and 

managers (82%) complained of unavailability of sufficient working capital finance. According to the World 

Bank Report (2014), the used production capacity of industrial establishment in the Sudan ranges between 

26%-30%. It is in the field of long-term loans and fixed assets financing that a clear difference is observed 

between small and large private enterprises. The table, based wholly on the opinion of entrepreneurs, 

provides evidence that small firms are at a considerable disadvantage in obtaining institutional finance. The 

identified small business financing difficulties were seen as having two consequences; a shortage of initial 

capital for a new start-up, and a deficiency in the provision of development capital to finance growth and 

expansion of the established enterprise. 
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Table (3) presents an interesting point that entrepreneurs’ sample did not complain about non-existence of 

equity finance. This profile and financial behaviour, as has been stated before, is attributable to social and 

psychological factors. Bates (2000) in U.K. observed that: 

‘Since most private companies are also family firms, they do not find it particularly easy to raise long-term 

funds outside their immediate field of influence. Another important factor is the fear that the introduction of 

outside capital might dilute or threaten the existing owners’ control of the business.’ 

The empirical investigation provides evidence that small firm equity gap in the Sudan is divisible into 

technical aspects measured by the non-existence of a formalised stock market, and social and psychological 

factors. 

The preceding parts of this paper (1&2) provide material and empirical evidence that there was a small 

business financing gap in the Sudan expressed as small business concerns difficulties in obtaining the 

volume of long-term loan and working capital finance for start-up and adequate growth. The vital question 

to be raised in this context is whether where such capital is available to small businesses, is it at a 

disadvantage because it must pay a higher interest rate? 

To this point we direct attention now: 

 

1.3. IDENTIFICATION OF SMALL BUSINESS FINANCING GAP BASED ON COST OF 

BORROWING CONCEPT 

The cost disparity between small and large businesses was used by scholars as a surrogate for the 

identification of the finance gap. Brigham and Smith (2010) argue that: 

‘Material differences in financial costs exist between small and large corporations in that small firms pay a 

higher cost for debt financing than do large firms.’ 

 

Table 4 

Cost of borrowing based on opinion of entrepreneurs 

 St S.F. S.G.F. S.F.S. Large 

No. F % No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Too high 17 85 15 75 32 80 14 93 

Reasonable 3 15 5 25 8 20 1 7 

Too low 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 4 shows that there was a general agreement between small businesses and large firms that the cost of 

borrowing was too high for very short-term finance, under the interest based system and more so under the 

Islamic financing mechanism. The owner of one small firm said that:  

‘The cost of finance was very high, and Islamic financing instruments with a minimum of 24% per annum 

discourage industry. Under these circumstances, no industry, whatever the size, could be established and 

sustained from bank borrowing. The best strategy for a healthy company is to depend on, and to be 

established from owners’ resources and to resort to banks for costly working capital finance.’ 
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Figure 2 (a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on interest rate, or ‘Hamish El Murabaha’ under Islamic financing, as a measurement of the cost of 

borrowing, the survey shows that there was no cost disparity between small businesses and large ones, with 

regard to minimum rate decided by the Central Bank, and the minimum charge decided by the management 

of the commercial bank in question. The unification was created by the fact that there was no formal or 

informal definition of what constitutes small and large enterprises in the banking system, and the financial 

policy-making level (Central Bank). The cost of bank borrowing under Islamic financing instruments 

(Murabaha and Musharaka), above the minimum rate decided by bank management was based on 

bargaining. The Central Bank has no influence on the determination of the maximum cost of borrowing. 

Thus, the determination of the cost of borrowing depends partially on the bank’s opinion, the profitability of 

the transaction, the collateral provided by the clients, as well as the ability of the applicant to present and to 

defend his case before bank officials. Regarding the latter factor, Bolton (1971) in the old times observed in 

the U.K. that small firms tend to be unskilled in presenting a financial case. 
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The negotiation skill of the applicant as well as collateral formula as determinant factors of the cost of bank 

borrowing (above minimum), put small firms and particularly starting-up small firms, with inexperienced 

entrepreneurs, at a considerable disadvantage in obtaining the needed volume of finance on reasonable 

terms. This observation introduces the concept of an entrepreneur as an individual, measured into 

negotiation ability and capability to represent and defend his case before financiers and potential investors. 

The director of The Investment Section – Tadamon Islamic Bank commented that: 

‘The cost of lending above the minimum charge is based entirely on bargaining and negotiation between the 

bank and the client, under Marabaha as well as Musharaka.’ 

Late Prof. Awad H. (1985) argues that the financing decision as well as the cost of finance under Islamic 

banking system is based on personal basis and bargaining, because if the issue of delay and prohibition of 

delay penalty under Islamic principle and Sharia code. 

In their article ‘Cost of Capital to the Small Firm’ Eugne F. Brigham and Keith V Smith (2007) state that: 

‘Loans to small firms are typically smaller than loans to larger firms, and since there are fixed costs to 

making and servicing any loan, smaller firms must necessarily pay higher rates to cover such fixed costs. 

This is another dimension on the effect of flotation cost of bank borrowing on the cost of finance and its 

impact on creation of small business negative discrimination in the financial market.’ 

Based on 154 loans received by the research sample from commercial and development financial institutions 

in the last five years (2010-2015), the analysis shows that the volume of loan received by a small firm at 

inception and a small growing firm was very low, compared to the average received by large enterprises. 

This observation extends support to Brigham and Smith, provides evidence of the cost disparity between 

small and large firms, measured as fixed cost charge. 

 

Table 5 

Commercial banks’ nominal interest rate (Inflation rate ranging between 15%-14%) 

Real Interest Rate = Nominal Interest Rate (1-Inflation Rate) 

Minimum rate 2005 – onward (Islamisation) 

 1985 1995 2010 2015 

Discounts of Bills of Exchange 13 17 20 24 

Advances against Bills of Exchange 13 17.50 20 24 

Advances to Industrial borrowers 10-14.5%   18-24 

Overdraft and other advances  14.5-18 17.21 18-24 

Source: World Bank Report, Sudan, Ministry of Finance 

 

In order to reduce the rate of credit expansion, and to control the growth of money supply in the financial 

market, the Central Bank, implemented a set of monetary and credit measures in the years 1999, 2010, 2014, 

2017. Within these measures, the minimum lending rate on banking facilities was 18% for industry and 

export, and 21% for trading. Under the credit squeeze system, commercial banks raised the minimum rate 

from (18-21%) to 27% per month for Murabaha finance and 30% per annum under Musharaka finance. 

Table (5) shows that the cost of bank borrowing in the Sudan was too high, with a steady increase in 1985, 

from 14.5% to 24% in 2014, a 66% jump. The higher cost of bank borrowing could be seen in comparison 

with other developing countries; Nigeria 6%, Ghana 9%, and Sierra Leone 8% and some developed 

countries, UAE 5%, Egypt 14%, KSA 5%, U.S. 7%, U.K. 5.3%, and Canada 9%. 
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The low level of money supply, under the credit squeeze system, accompanied by higher cost of borrowing, 

put small firms with low collateral and high risk at disadvantage in obtaining institutional funds, compared 

to large ones. Galbraith (1957) stated that: 

‘Monetary policy discriminates against the smaller, less monopolistic firms.’  

Singth and Whittington (1968) and Elbadawi (2018) argue that in the period of ‘squeeze’, the un-quoted 

sector might bear the brunt of the monetary restraint. The effect of ceiling and credit squeeze on financing is 

a separate issue and will be discussed in depth in our forthcoming paper on examination of the financial 

abilities of banks in the Sudan.  

 

1.4 OVERALL VIEW 

The foregoing discussion (1.1-1.3) provides empirical evidence that small businesses experience formidable 

difficulties in raising institutional short and long-term finance as compared to their large private enterprise 

counterparts. Thus, there is, ‘a Sudanese Macmillion gap.’ This finding provides positive support to the 

research hypothesis, and is consistent with the finding of Bosa (1978) in Yougonda, Besong (1978) in 

Cameroun, Ahmed (2005) in Egypt and Osaze (1981) in Nigeria, adding the dimension of identifying the 

finance gap on multi-dimensional measurement approach. To identify the finance gap from the demand-side 

perspective, a vital question is to be raised as to why the financing gap exists, and how small businessmen 

perceived the reasons and causes of this existence. To this point, we turn attention now.  

 

1.5 WHY FINANCING GAP EXISTS  

Prudent investors, and financiers, being risk averters and security conscious, generally try to avoid situations 

where there is little probability of a large gain and a large probability of a loss, with payment default and 

failure. This is the main reason why financial institutions and investors, are reluctant to finance and invest in 

small businesses. Grafer (1968) added that: 

‘…a gap created by normal operation of the capital market, in which allocations are guided by expected rate 

of return appropriately discounted for risk. The additional risk of financing small business is caused by some 

of its common characteristics.’ 

Tables 1.6 and 1.7 illustrate that the banking institutions satisfy borrower demands neither for long-term 

financial facilities, nor for short-term loans. The financial problems reported by respondent entrepreneurs 

give substantial evidence of a small business financing gap. 

The empirical investigation shows that small business financing is adversely affected by the Central Bank 

financial and priority policy. The majority of small business (80%) reported that the financial policy of the 

Central Bank, as well as the credit squeeze system, were the main reasons given by financial institutions for 

refusing to extend credit. Small growing firms put more emphasis on shortage of hard currency for financing 

raw materials and other working capital items. 

The owners and managers of small businesses provide confirmation of the existence of a Radcliff gap in the 

Sudan, attributing the finance gap to banking policy, banks’ management, and bankers’ attitude towards 

small business financing. 93% of small businesses reported that bankers were not sympathetic towards small 

business (Table 1.8). On institutional basis, the respondent entrepreneurs attributed the financial difficulties 

of small business to an institutional gap, in the sense that there was no body in charge of providing finance 

to small business in the Sudan. There is a very recent effort for establishing microfinance body within the 

central bank. The microfinance body was working under lack of vision, policy and mechanism. This led to 

the implementation of Radcliff (1959) statement on small business financing in U.K.: 

‘We think that there is room for some further improvement,’ along the way, to eliminate or close the 

identified small business financing gap. 
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Table 6 

Ranking of reasons given by financial institutions for refusing to extend credit as reported by 

entrepreneur’s sample 

 St S.F. S.G.F S.F Sample Large Firm 

No. F % No. F % No. F % No. F % 

1. Credit Squeeze system 16 80 19 95 35 88 13 87 

2. Priority policy of the Central Bank 12 60 13 65 25 63 7 47 

3. Shortage of hard currency 7 35 13 65 20 50 15 100 

4. Banks do not finance Fixed Assets as 

policy 

6 30 4 20 10 25 3 20 

5. Banks do not provide Long-term loans 6 30 4 20 10 25 1 7 

6. Central Bank Financial decision 0 0 7 35 7 18 6 40 

7. Government regulations on financing 0 0 2 10 2 5 3 20 

8.Collateral problems 8 40 0 0 8 20 0 0 

 

Figure 3 (a) 
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Table 7  

Financial problems as reported by small business sample 

 St up S.F. S.G.F S.F. ‘AV’ 

No. F % No. F % No. F % 

1. Unavailability of long-term loans 12 60 15 75 27 68 

2. Unavailability of short-term loans 14 70 11 55 25 63 

3. Lack of fin. for expansion - FA - - 13 65 13 33 

4. Lack of fin. for expansion - WC - - 9 45 9 23 

5. Terms of Financing 5 25 3 15 8 20 

6. Timing of Finance 10 50 5 25 15 38 

7. Cost of Finance was very high 17 85 14 70 31 78 

8. Banks want too much collateral 12 60 8 40 20 50 

9. Insufficient information about finance alternatives 6 30 8 40 14 35 

10. Too low credit limits - - 6 30 6 15 

11. Approval process of financing 12 60 8 40 20 50 

12. Discontinuity of financing 8 40 3 15 11 28 

13. Credit squeeze system 16 80 15 75 31 78 

14. Shortage of hard currency 4 20 12 60 16 40 

15. Central Bank policy 12 60 9 45 21 53 

16. Lack of trust in the Central Bank - - 6 30 6 15 

17. Banks’ managers & bankers’ understanding of industry 

problems 

- - 6 30 6 15 

18. Lack of source of initial capital 8 40 - - 8 20 

19. Financial power of Branch managers 2 10 4 20 6 15 

20. Islamic finance is built around very short-term finance 13 65 12 60 25 63 

21. Islamic financing is unsuitable for industry - - 7 35 7 18 

22. Political implications in financing decision 12 60 8 40 20 50 

23.Islamic financing is inflexible - - 9 45 9 23 

24. Banks give priority to large firms 10 50 8 40 18 45 

25. Banks provide finance only under higher collateral 13 65 8 40 21 53 

26. Banks are profit oriented 7 35 5 25 12 30 
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Figure 4 (a) 
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Table 8 

Attitude of bankers and banks towards small business financing as reported as entrepreneurs  

 Start-up SF  S Firm Av 

No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Managers were sympathetic 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Managers were not sympathetic 20 100 17 85 37 93 

Have no opinion 0 0 3 15 3 7 

 20 100 20 100 40 100 

Banks financing against Stringent collateral 12 60 15 75 27 68 

Banks’ reluctance to finance small business 10 50 4 20 14 35 

Banks financing directed to large business and 

big projects 

11 55 7 35 18 45 

The negative attitude of bankers derived from 

lack of policy 

4 20 - - 4 10 

Financing is based on personal channel and 

relation 

5 25 6 30 11 28 

Banks look for profit opportunities in trading 

activities 

6 30 8 40 14 35 

Small businesses face ignorance in banking 4 20 7 35 11 28 

Financing is based on entrepreneur names and 

family name 

6 30 4 20 10 25 

Banks do not wish to finance small businesses 

because of collateral risk 

16 60 15 75 27 68 

Banks are trading orientated 5 25 2 10 7 18 

 

The foregoing discussion, based on entrepreneurs’ opinion (Tables 6-8) suggests that the finance gap is 

created by the financial market. This view will be subject to cross-examination in the forthcoming paper, 

focusing on the financial institutions’ behaviour towards small business supply-side perspective. The next 

logical and pertinent question to be raised is to what extent the identified finance gap could be attributed to 

entrepreneur and small business practice in the fund-raising process. To this point we turn now. 

 

1.6 PROCESS OF RAISING FUNDS 

It was established in the financing gap of small business literature, that financing affects and is affected by 

financial control systems maintained by small business. Radcliff (1959) pointed out that there was a 

communication gap. Bolton (1971) went further, arguing that there was an information gap, rather than a 

finance gap. Ray and Hutchinson (1983) argue that: 

 ‘…..before a firm can successfully raise finance, it is necessary for it to identify the sources available and to 

present, where necessary, a case to potential lenders.’ 

The objective of this part of the paper is to examine the raising funds approach from the demand-side 

perspective, by questioning the responsibility for financing within small firms, the level of documentation 

required by banks in providing funds, and the degree of importance as perceived by small businesses, and 

finally, to assess the entrepreneurs’ success in raising funds and obtaining financial advice. 
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Regarding the responsibility for the financing function the research sample shows that the founder, the 

entrepreneur and family members on formal and informal level, were predominant in small business at 

inception and growing stage of development. 

The survey shows that 98% of small firms had no financial specialists, compared to 67% of large private 

enterprises with financial specialists. Most entrepreneurs of small businesses (70%) argued that financing is 

a confidential issue, based on the secrecy of the business. Others argued that there was no need for a 

financial specialist, because of the size of operation. 

 

Table 9 

Responsibility for financing function 

 St up S.F. S.G.F S.F. 

Sample 

Large 

firms 

No. F % No. F % No. F % No. F % 

1. Entrepreneur/s 20 100 18 90 38 95 5 33 

2. Owner/s & family members 7 35 5 25 12 30 2 13 

3. Managing director & financial 

manager (Non Family members) 

0 0 1 5 1 3 10 67 

4. Owner and Finance manager 0 0 5 25 5 13 5 33 

5. Managing director (Non 

Family members) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 11 73 

6. Accountant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. Chairman (BOD) (Family 

Member) 

0 0 1 5 1 3 3 20 

 

Figure 5 (a) 
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Figure 5 (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (9) shows that financing decision in small business was built round the ability of the entrepreneur and 

his attitude and understanding of alternative sources of finance. The entrepreneurs’ sole responsibility for 

financing in a country wide nearly 70% illiteracy rate questioned the type and quality of financing decisions 

in a hostile environment with meagre financial resources; Walker and Petty (1978) argue that: 

‘The basic nature of the entrepreneur could have a bearing upon the working capital decisions within the 

small corporations. If the managers of small firms are willing to assume greater risk, as experience would 

suggest, the attitude may well be reflected in the small firm’s liquidity position.’ 

With respect to the level of documentation required by banks in providing funds as reported by small firms 

the last year’s accounts were ranked as most important piece of information for raising all types of 

institutional finance under both Islamic and interest-based system (Table 11). In response to the question on 

how extensively did you document your case in attempting to obtain funds from outside sources – banks – 

65% of small firms reported that they presented historical financial statements for continuous and overdraft 

finance and 80% for Murabaha finance. Table 10 shows the degree of importance of documentation in 

raising finance, as perceived by entrepreneurs, demand-side. This observation questioned the quality of the 

financial control systems maintained by small firms and what was useful in raising finance.  

 

Table 10 

Degree of importance of documentation in raising funds as reported by small firms 

 St up S.F. S.G.F S.F Sample Large Ent. 

No. F % No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Very important 16 80 12 60 28 70 14 93 

Important 3 15 6 30 9 23 1 7 

Very important/Important 19 95 18 90 37 93 15 100 

Not important in Islamic Banks 2 10 2 10 4 10 0 0 

Not important in continuous finance 1 5 1 5 2 5 0 0 
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Figure 6 (a) 
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Table No. 11 

Level of documentation required by banks for providing funds as reported by sample firms 

 

The survey provides evidence that the degree of importance of documentation was highly influenced by the 

volume of finance. 

‘It is difficult, if not impossible, to get finance from banks without documentation, mainly last years’ 

balance sheet, regardless of the name of the applicant. We know that some people get finance without 

presenting any sort of documentation, but that is mainly small amounts within the discretion of the bank 

manager, and is highly dependent on the personal relationship between the bank manager and the applicant.’ 

(Entrepreneur) 

Under the credit squeeze system, stated by the Central Bank (2006-12), all loans exceeding L.S. 300,000 had 

to be approved by the Central Bank, with all necessary documentation attached. 

The research provides an interesting point that financing is not only based on documentation. Entrepreneurs 

reported that personal contact with bank management, ideology and attraction of the firm were the main 

factors behind success in raising finance in addition to documentation. 

‘Our experience in public and foreign banks, show that documentation is important in raising finance, 

because finance is based on credit worthiness, whereas in Islamic banks, it is not important, because 

financing is very short-term and is based on factors other than documentation, mainly personal relationship 

and ideology.’ 

This opinion was justified by late prof. Awad (2000) stating that ‘unscrupulous borrowers may take 

advantage of the Islamic banks’ reluctance to make them pay more if they do not pay on time, and evade 

repayment of their loans. This is one reason why Islamic banks must be careful as to whom they lend their 

money.’ Regarding the use of personal relationship in raising institutional finance, it suffices to state the 

opinion of an experienced entrepreneur: 

‘In my personal opinion, developed over time, from experience in trading and industry, the personal 

relationship with bank’s management at different levels is very important in raising funds. It is important, 

because we are in the Sudanese community, where everything is based on personal relationship. Moreover 

 Starting up Small Firm Small Growing Firm Large Firm 

O/d Mur Mush LTL O/d Mur Mush LTL O/d Mur Mush LT

L 

Last year’s account 40 65 10 N/A 70 85 40 20 100 67 7 60 

Cash Budget 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 13 7 0 20 

Cash Flow analysis 5 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 20 7 0 40 

Statement of sources and uses 

of funds 

10 75 0 0 0 55 10 0 13 47 0 20 

Current value of the assets of 

the Co. 

10 10 5 0 0 0 0 15 7 0 0 27 

Valuation by Bank 

Representatives 

10 0 10 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Current A/C only 0 5 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Value of Collateral 25 45 5 15 15 20 5 10 27 47 23 53 

Feasibility Study 5 5 5 15 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 40 

Approved licence 10 20 20 15 10 20 10 - 13 20 7 7 

Report from your bank 20 10 10 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

None 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Production Plan 0 10 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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there is lack of information in the Sudan and access to information is based on personal efforts. This does 

not rule out other factors in raising finance such as credit worthiness. A new factor in the financial market is 

ideology. The use of ideology, as a factor in providing finance by Islamic banks, is very natural if you trace 

how the management of these banks are appointed and how they have been put in the power position.’ 

Others argue that the use of personal relationships in raising finance is very important under the credit 

squeeze system, where demand for funds is greater than supply (Demand and Supply formula), putting the 

absolute power of the financing decision in the hands of top banks’ management. This observation indicates 

that small firm owners with no contact, and unknown by the fact of life as a very small project or investment 

is at disadvantage in raising funds, compared to owners and management of small growing and large firms. 

The use of personal approach in raising finance has an adverse effect on the creation of small business and 

development of new ideas and projects. 

Based on matrix analysis (Table 12) of the critical factors behind the success of raising finance, 

documentation, good contacts with banks’ management and bankers and business attraction, were ranked as 

most important factors. 

With respect to information and advice on the financial facilities available and all financing matters, the 

small firm sample shows that there was a lack of information and advice. 88% of small firms reported that 

they did not seek or receive external financial advice from anybody. The Chairman of the Sudanese 

Businessmen Association commented that: 

‘There is a lack of information and advice in all aspects in the field of industry and particularly financing in 

the Sudan. The lack of advice on finance puts the small firm with an unlighted owner at a disadvantage in 

obtaining finance.’ 

 

Table 12 

Summary of most important factors in raising funds from bank as reported by sample firms  

Matrix Analysis 

 Starting up Small growing firm Large 

Total score Total score Total score 

No. % Ranking No. % Ranking No. % Ranking 

1. Well-presented finance case 77 20 2 51 16 2 90 22 1 

2. Name of applicant 34 8 4 22 7 6 20 5 8 

3. Good contact with bank 

management and bankers 

95 24 1 84 26 1 78 19 2 

4. Business attraction 34 8 5 38 12 3 21 5 7 

5. Obviously growing firm - - X 27 8 5 53 13 3 

6. Type of funds (SH. T) 51 13 3 35 11 4 18 4 9 

7. Prompt settlement of debt - - X 3 1 14 - - X 

8. Profitability – Bank 7 2 10 9 3 9 - - X 

9. Banks understanding to industry - - X 3 1 15 - - X 

10. Shareholder in the bank 8 2 11 15 5 7 9 2 11 

11. Part of bank management - - X 7 2 11    

12. Collateral provided 28 7 6 4 1 13 36 9 10 
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13. Govt. directives - - X 11 3 8 31 8 4 

14. Nature of industry 13 3 9 6 2 12 37 9 5 

15. Ability to present case 24 6 7 - - X - - X 

16. Local financing  16 4 8 - - X - - X 

17. Bank is a partner (Musharaka 

Finance) 

7 2 12 - - X - - X 

18. Ability of business to create 

cash flow 

- - X 8 2 10 - - X 

19. Enterprise has long history in 

business 

- - X - - X 14 3 6 

Total 394 100  323 100  407 100  

 

Table 13 

Reasons for not seeking financial advice as reported by small firms 

 St up S.F S.G.F S.F. Sample 

No. F % No. F % No. F % 

Not in need of external advice as operation very small 9 45 7 35 16 40 

Did not trust outsiders 5 25 5 25 10 25 

Sufficient expertise within the co. 1 5 3 15 4 10 

Had not heard of anybody being available 10 50 12 60 22 55 

Banks did not provide financial advice 8 40 6 30 14 35 

Cost of advice is very high 1 5 0 0 1 3 

Entrepreneur is well experienced 0 0 3 15 3 8 

Size of business is very small 0 0 3 15 3 8 

Banks, as partners, provided advice 3 15 0 0 3 8 

 

Figure 7 (a) 
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Figure 7 (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13 reflects the typology of entrepreneur and his characteristics of reluctance to consult outsiders. This 

is a separate issue which has been discussed thoroughly in our paper on the typology of entrepreneurship 

(Ahmed, Ahmed, Khan, 2018). The majority of entrepreneur’s sample (55%) reported that they had not 

heard of anybody providing advice being available. The opinion and views of small firms on financial 

advice and its availability and unavailability could be summarised as follows: 

1. There was nobody in the country providing financial advice, neither in the banking system, nor in the 

Government. 

2. Banks were not interested or willing to finance industry; therefore they did not provide financial advice 

and information to industrialists. There was no formal system for advice and information in any type of 

banks operating in the country. 

3. Lack of financial advice affected adversely the creation and development of all small businesses with no 

informal access to banks. 

4. The cost of advice provided by private consultants was too high for small businesses. 

5. Industry was initiated and based on the ability of entrepreneurs with experience in financing trading. Thus 

the advice gap is reflected in the lack of advice on the difference between trading and industry finance. 

The foregoing discussion based on the opinion of entrepreneurs, suggests that there was an information and 

small business advisory gap in the developing countries. This gap is measured into lack of information on 

financial facilities available to small businesses and non-existence of body for providing this advice to small 

business. This situation is aggravated by the management knowledge of entrepreneurs. Thus the empirical 

investigation based on the demand-side data identified the existence of Bolton Gap symptoms in the 

developing countries. The identified gaps as symptoms will be examined from the supply-side perspective in 

our forthcoming paper (The financial institution behaviour towards small business financing in fragmented 

and emerging financial market) (Ahmed, Ahmed, Khan 2018). 
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1.7 CONCLUSION 

The empirical findings of the study have both theoretical and policy implications. Some of the implications 

that emerge from this study are of special significance for policy makers, financial institutions, and other 

bodies willing to help the small business sector in developing countries.  

Based on rigorous analysis of accounting and non-accounting data of small firms, in comparison with their 

large private enterprise counterparts, the empirical investigation on multi-dimensional measurement has 

identified the existence of a small business financing gap in Sudan. The existence of what may best be 

known as the ‘Sudanese Macmillan Gap’ as a pioneer effort is based on long-term debt, cost of borrowing 

disparity and capital shortage. This finding gives confirmation of the research hypothesis and consistent with 

Kunt and Maksimovic (1998 & 2014), Osaze (1992) in Nigeria and Bosa (1998) in Uganda, and challenging 

the finding and conclusion of Schatz (1965) and Harris (1966). Many academicians and financial people 

argue that the small business financing gap does not really exist, because most of the small businesses, 

which are unable to obtain long-term financial facilities are not worthy of these finds in the first place 

(Grafer, 1968). This study and its identification of finance gap approach provide an answer to this argument.  

Based on the entrepreneurs’ opinion, the research has attributed the finance gap to banking policy and 

institutional gap. The analysis of raising funds approach shows the importance of documentation and 

personal contacts in obtaining institutional finance. The empirical investigation has identified the existence 

of ‘Bolton Gap’ in Sudan in terms of lack of information on financial facilities available and lack of small 

business advisory services. 

The research has only identified the symptoms of these gaps. Much remains to be done on the cause if these 

gaps, the interaction between these gaps and to what extent the finance gap is attributable to information and 

institutional gap and degree of influence. The present study should afford a point of departure for in-depth 

analysis of the individual issues. 

The uniqueness of this approach of small business financing gap identification provides a strong and well-

documented premise as a foundation for relevant and practical policy and strategy for small business 

development in developing countries. At the policy implication level, a focal point needing to be raised at 

the outset is which policies are likely to contribute to small business development and which programmes 

and initiatives can eliminate and/or close the identified gaps. The research findings provide policy makers 

with an answer to the question on what is needed to close the gap, the form of the gap and its relationship to 

stage of small enterprise. The vital question to be answered first, is what financial philosophy is to be 

followed and how can it be implemented.  

The next logical step in this scholarly process of investigation is to validate that the identified small business 

financing gap is created particularly by the capital and financial market operations and to what extent the 

financial control systems maintained by small firms is responsible for the gap. This represents the 

forthcoming papers of the research group within the contents of the research framework.  
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